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Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
Q1  Answer the following questions : (2 x 10) 

 a) In bord and pillar method, the size of pillar mainly depends on ------ and -------.  
 b) The size of a panel depends on -----------------and ----------.  
 c) If the pillar size is 30 m X 30 m and galleries are 4.6 m wide in a 3.0 m thick 

coal seam. The percentage extraction during development will be around ------
-----%. 

 

 d) In India, seams laying within _____ meters of each other, are termed as 
contiguous seams.  

 

 e) SDL is a -----------mounted machine.  
 f) In longwall mining the roadway usually used for the supplies of materials and 

return air is called ________________________. 
 

 g) In a gassy seam, -----------------longwall method is preferred.   
 h) In shield type power support, the legs are installed between------------and -------

------. 
 

 i) In longwall mining, shearer is mounted on ------------.  
 j) The highest pack density is offered in ------------method of stowing.  
    

Q2  Explain in brief/define the following : (2 x 10) 
 a) Shape of pillar ( Bord and Pillar)  
 b) Incubation period of coal  
 c) Length of longwall face  
 d) Diagonal line of extraction   
 e) Stage loader  
 f) Inclined seam  
 g) Stowing material  
 h) Degree II gassy seam  
 i) AFC  
 j) Limitation of Bord and Pillar method  
    

Q3 a) Discuss merits and demerits of panel system of development. How the size of 
a panel is determined? 

(10) 

 b) What is line of extraction? Discuss various line of extraction used in 
depillaring with neat sketch. 

(5) 

    
Q4 a) Describe with a neat sketch a face layout of a longwall retreating face. (10) 

 b) Discuss applicability of Longwall methods. (5) 
    

Q5 a) What are the conditions suitable for application of horizon mining? Explain the 
method of developing a steeply inclined seam by horizon mining. What are 
the merits of this system of development? 

(10) 

 b) Discuss the salient provision of CMR 1957 in respect of working of contiguous 
seams.  

(5) 
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Q6 a) Discuss constructional features and working principle of a continuous miner. 
Also give a typical layout of a Bord and Pillar development panel using 
Continuous miner-shuttle car combination. 

(10) 

 b) Discuss the salient provisions of CMR 1957 in respect of size of pillar. (5) 
    

Q7 a) Compare hydraulic stowing with other method of stowing?Give a general 
layout of a sand stowing plant. 

(10) 

 b) Discuss  various conditions under which stowing becomes necessary. (5) 
    

Q8 a) A 3.0 m thick flat coal seam, laying at a depth of 150 m from the surface is 
developed by Bord and Pillar method to produce 1000 tpd of coal from two 
development districts. Assuming your own conditions, design a district layout. 
Also calculate the man power requirement and expected OMS. 

(10) 

 b) Compare Longwall advancing method with Longwall retreating method. (5) 
    

Q9 a) Describe with neat sketch, construction and working of a Chock type Powered 
support. 

(10) 

 b) Describe with neat sketch, method of extracting a stook under very bad roof 
conditions. 

(5) 
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